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All mentions of the complete title should be:

Resolving Power of Search Keys in MedEval
A Swedish Medical Test Collection
with User Groups: Doctors and Patients

To be included in the preliminaries:
Electronic version of the thesis: ⟨http://hdl.handle.net/2077/22709⟩

Sammanfattning: third paragraph, third sentence:
Det blir heller inte någon sökträff om sökordet är enkelt men det som står i dokumentet är en sammansättning.

Page 60: second paragraph, second sentence:
In the MedEval collection the ratio of compounds among the tokens is around 10%, which is shown in table 14.1.

Page 215: caption of 14.11:
The adjectives in the patient documents have a stronger tendency to be in the singular indefinite form than adjectives in the doctor documents. This corresponds to the patient documents being more interactive in their approach.